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Course; the beginning is a transmutation; first it looks like one; and then almost another; such as birth 

from a pregnancy; and where is the pregnant first? [Perhaps signified in change, by a seen or heard, or is 

it felt: thump; the seen, heard, and felt] Becomes perhaps the first question; only after do you notice 

and while at the same time: the crawling of kitties and the birth; perhaps the second first : the crawling 

of kitties is like birth or so it’s supposed to signify; we spend the rest of the time, looking for the original: 

the pregnant; and is this a form of stalking or re-interpreted through the stream of art to ethics; a jewel 

that we look for, as seen almost in the next segments,  

Of what cultural origin if so not emphasized would you connect the rose like color, color; with the 

emphasis of a jewel; and jewel; that is worn? Rather, than hung. Perhaps hung here as color is a chime 

to what color signifies in whatever era generation it is viewed in; in ours still racism, and in an ode to 

birth as we fall from our parents do we also fall from a God, now capsuled and defined by color; and so 

must be our parents.  Hung in color and not worn in jewel is it safer, and stays longer and perhaps even 

with a Chance at forever unstolen? Of course the kitties are not what might one fear doing the stealing; 
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and then one or the center wounds to wonder perhaps what is that might be thought of to be stolen; 

this is like what a definition of holy or rather unholy coveting. Uh. Rather the experience of this 

definition from the outside; You now in your wonder know what coveting is; it’s like living Bible or 

something.  

The invisible pull and drip from the kitties is like a forming jewel certainly in movement outline; do you 

see a string-ly necklace; or multiple such necklaces; you see a bracelet. Everything is pewter signifying 

the next element in jewel searched for.  I n my good luk, or something: it’s also one of my favorite colors 

and color combinations, so, uh … this is a capture of the metaphysical shred of cultural birth; what do 

you connect with in this uh hypoxy vid, that might such be captured; and now you know that at lest a bit 

of that a la experience mode: birth and its relational experience to the pregnant.  

Now all the stalking converted to art and then facet ethics are signified by both the birth and the 

solicitor of birth almost if only it is a crime that happens from circumstance or something; the solicitor’s 

real definition of birth then, the pregnant, uh is a sacrifice. Why do they beg, and not you. What 

happens from their begging and perhaps can’t by your choice happen from yours; the difference in 

actual definition of solicitation is then begging, and its sacrifice: creation; the pewter cartoon-like has 

turned almost a religious discussion of courter-facet faith and non-faith formations, … and that’s all I 

have time to Sum up; since I’m short on public computer time in the 3-hour per day limit.  


